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Old school fonts

Don't know your Minion from your Lucida? You can't decide which police without-serif, humanist works best? Take your seats, class, and review the periodic table of Typefaces.Design firm Squidspot put together the 3150x2100, 1.6 MB JPEG bound below, and more power for them to do so. For those who have no idea
about fonts, or font geeks who need a reference at a glance, this chart provides samples of letters, family and class distinctions, and the designer and year of creation. Some of this data may seem a little strange, but in some cases it is reassuring to know that people like Claude Garamond have had a lasting impact on
the world, and on your Word documents. For more interactive help in choosing fonts, check out the picker do interplatform mentioned above. Do you feel like there's a place waiting for your unique footprint? Try web-based fontstruct, or our previous posts about making your own fonts from handwriting.
Windows/Mac/Linux (Adobe Air or Flash): Font Picker is a simple application that previews your text Read more Reproductive character table [via Download Squad] This tutorial will allow you to develop your own expressive, playful and hand-drawn type. You will be guided through the generation of ideas and character
design and tips on how to govern space to create balance and harmony of your creations. I used to waste way too many hours trawling through the font lists, desperately trying to find the right one, but with nothing really hitting the place. Eventually, I realized that it might be a good idea if I start reaching my pen and pad
to design my own solutions, rather than getting bogged down in these nightmaredesdesdes of indecision lists. Getting acquainted with the ins and outs of the characters, and trying to capture the atmosphere you want to convey with typography is a practical skill set. Yes, it takes practice, but every time you try, you will
learn a whole lot of new things. Black Friday deals: see all the best deals now! For example, designing your own type really helps you appreciate how subtle differences can have a great overall effect and how bad type choices can really tarnish your concept. This tutorial will help you get started with making your own
fonts. Over the next three pages, I will share with you a technique and process that I have developed over the years. First of all, you will need to put your materials in order. Nothing too chic: just A3 tracking paper, a 2H pencil, thin coatings, good rubber, a sharpener, a ruler and masking tape. Let's start.1 StudyBegin
fonts by familiarizing yourself with font characters. Open a program like Adobe InDesign or Illustrator and type the alphabet into a few favorites. Find out why you like them, and what inconsistencies and inconsistencies are apparent. Then open your sketchbook and start experimenting loosely with different fonts. Start by
drawing a few characters from your favorite list; as you build in confidence, start adding your own. Own. no good or bad at this point, so just play.3 Loose SketchYou should now be confident enough to use a concept to help link all your sketches together. Here we create the main typography for a fictional tattoo parlor
called Books for the Flesh. You can use the Loosesketchreference file.jpg for inspiration.4 Two sheetsThis you're happy with your loose sketch, it's time to start a larger and more focused version. Get two loose sheets of plotting paper and line them up with each other. Use a strip of masking tape to stick them together,
folding it on top.5 Draw guides on the bottom sheet, start marking some guides so you can place your characters accurately. Divide the page across its entire width and length to find the central point of the paper. From this point, draw lines across the entire width in 4 cm increments, as shown here.6 Simple rulesOur first
word has six characters, which we will also space on top. However, we need to look at a few rules. For example, the o and n should be wider than the d, you and s. Aim about 1 cm for the width of the u stems (marked in the image).7 Sketch charactersThis step requires a bit of trial and error. Start by loosely sketching
your characters, paying attention to spacing across the entire width of the page and between each character, as well as their height. Don't try to be exact: just get an idea of the drawing and spacing.8 Introduce the CoherenceNext, make some slight changes to some of the characters to introduce consistency. Note the o
here, which now has vertical stress in the center. Study your characters, checking each to see where consistency can be incorporated.9 Draw oOnce you're happy with how your first word works, it's time to move on to the next one. In our example, it's for. I started by drawing the central o smack in the middle of my page,
which fills a space that is about 2.5x2.5 cm in size. I then continued to space the f and r also on each side. Note that you will need to consider the spurs on the o and the serifs on the r when you do this.10 Tie a ribbonTime to add some decoration. Place two stars evenly from the f and r, then start tackling a ribbon shape.
Give the for a little breathing space and make sure you keep the width and height equal in the four sections: the front, the wrap and the ends.11 Flesh it outNow move on to Chair. Measure the width of the books, adding vertical guides aligned to the P stem and the end of s to use as starting and end points. Then create
a baseline by drawing a 1 cm guide of the lowest guide already in place.12 Strike a balanceBegin sketching Chair, trying to find a balance between each letter shape. Most of these characters (each 5.5 cm wide) are made of the same parts. The stems are 1.5 cm wide with a line set 5 mm to the left. I have marked more
coherences to consider, too.13 Describe one curveThe letter s will be the trickiest - with the other the other the other being so straight, he will come out like a sore thumb, throwing the balance of the word. Keep the s curve at 1.5 cm in the center, so it matches the stems in the rest of the characters.14 Finesse itOnce
you're happy, it's time to use the top sheet of plotting paper that you attached earlier to really add finesse to your drawing. That should be the fun part. Remember that you can just replace the paper if you need to start over because you think you can do better.15 Ink upWhen you finish the top sheet, it's time to use it as a
model for inking a final version. Remove the bottom sheet of tracing paper and place a fresh new sheet on top, sticking it down with masking tape. Start plotting your outlines with a pen.16 Add effectsWith the contours ready, we'll fill them out. Instead of making them solid blacks, you may want to try some effects. I've
experimented with creating the illusion of light with stippling, or doing races that fade as they pass through the light.17 ExperimentDon don't be afraid to experiment: you can easily replace the top sheet, so you don't have to start over. I messed up 'Flesh', making the lines too thick and creating a dubious H, so I started
again on a new top sheet. When you're done, it's time to scan in.18 Open filesScan to high res and open the files in Photoshop. If, like me, you only have an A4 scanner, sew the two pieces together and select level adjustments. Change the cursors so that the blacks become darker and the whites become lighter,
creating more contrast.19 Photoshop magicNow choose Select 'Colour Range'. Click on the highlighted area and press OK. Then you have to create a new layer, keeping the marquee selection around the object. Hit Shift Delete. Select a color you like and tap Back. You now have a free item that you can use as you see
fit. For more information on type terms and tips, check out What is Typography? and the best free fonts on our sister site Creative Bloq. 17/10/05 20:30FontsFreeTopWeb publishingThis image was lost some time after publication. Good free policies are hard to find. Run a Google search and you'll see that there's just
more junk than it's probably worth as you're time to wade through. To this end Lifehacker reader Vitaly Friedman let us know about a great list of great free fonts. So I decided to create the Top 20 best official unlicensed fonts, which are likely to be used for official and serious presentations (such as business sites) as the
home page of a colorful teenager. In typography, a serif is the extra little line found at the end of the main vertical and horizontal strokes of certain letters. Some serifs are subtle and others are pronounced and obvious. In some cases, serifs help to read a font. The term serif fonts refers to any style of type that has serifs.
(Serif-free fonts are called serif-free fonts.) Serif fonts are popular and have been around for many years. Times Roman is an example of Font. Rita Shehan Fonts with serifs are especially useful for large blocks of text. The serifs make it easy to travel the eye on the text. Many serif fonts are beautifully designed and add
a distinctive touch wherever they are used. Most books, newspapers and magazines use serif fonts for their legibility. Serif fonts are not as useful for web designs, especially when used in small sizes. Because the screen resolution of some computer monitors is low, tiny serifs can be lost or blurred, making text difficult to
read. Many web designers prefer to use serif-free fonts for a clean, modern and casual atmosphere. The shapes of serifs vary, but they are generally described as: Hairline serifsSquare or slab serifs Serifs Hairline serifs are much thinner than the main features. Square or slab serifs are thicker than untied serifs and can
even be a heavier weight than the main blow. The corner serifs are triangular in shape. The serifs are bracketed or not. A support is a connector between the line of a letter and its serif. Most bracketed serifs provide a curved transition between the serif and the main line. Un braked serifs attach directly to the shape of the
letter, sometimes abruptly or at right angles. In these divisions, the serifs themselves can be blunted, rounded, conical, sharp or a hybrid shape. Classic serif fonts are among the most reliable and beautiful fonts. The fonts of each classification (with the exception of informal or novelty fonts) share similar characteristics,
including the shape or appearance of their serifs. They can be freely categorized as follows: modern serif fonts date from the late 18th century. There is a noticeable difference between the thick and thin lines of the letters. Examples include: BodoniBernhard ModernWalbaumDidotElephantCentury SchoolbookOld style
fonts are the original serif fonts. Some date back to before the mid-18th century. Older fonts modeled on these original fonts are also called old-fashioned fonts. Examples: Berkeley OldstyleStempel SchneidlerBemboGalliardCaslonGaramondPalatinoThe development of fonts, or baroque, dates back to the mid-18th
century, when improved printing methods made it possible to reproduce fine features. Some of the fonts that have come from this improvement include: BaskervillePerpetuaUtopiaGeorgiaCaslon GraphicTimes New RomanSlimbachSlab Serif fonts are easily identifiable by their generally thick, square or rectangular serifs.
They are often bold and are designed to attract not be used in large copy blocks. Bodoni EgyptianClarendonGlypha RockwellMemphisCourierBlackletter fonts are also called old English or Gothic fonts. They are recognizable by their ornate appearance. Useful on certificates or as initial capital letters, blackletter fonts are
not easy to read and should not be used in all capital letters. Blackletter fonts include:Notre DameClairvauxOld EnglishGudy TextLuminariCloister BlackInformal or Novelty serif fonts attention and are best used sparingly combined with another font that is easily readable. Novelty fonts are diverse. They invoke an
atmosphere, time, emotion or a special occasion. Examples: Gist RoughType KeysCountry WesternWhite RabbitSnow GooseDeadWoodRustic GooseDeadWoodRustic
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